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» Recall: embedding layer

We can incorporateMF by introducing embedding layers in
the network;
A embedding layer:
Input a categorical feature j ∈ {1, · · · ,J}

Output a latent factor for the input wj ∈ Rr

Example userId u → latent factor pu
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» What: embedding layer

1tf.keras.layers.Embedding(
2input_dim,
3output_dim,
4embeddings_regularizer=None,
5activity_regularizer=None,
6embeddings_constraint=None,
7**kwargs)

Key arguments:
input_dim J - Integer. Size of the vocabulary, i.e. maximum

integer index + 1.
output_dim r - Integer. Dimension of the dense embedding.
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» MF: Cold-start issue
Cold-start issue:

P completely new users/items in RS
Pred Existing methods:

User/item-Ave Mean of nothing
Corr Can not compute distance

MF/SVD E.g., user-u has no rating in the system (Iu = /0):
1
|Ω| ∑

(u,i)∈Ω
(rui−p⊺uqi)2+λ

( n
∑
u=1

∥pu∥22+
m
∑
i=1

∥qi∥22
)
;

Recall ALS step solving pu:

p̂u = argmin
pu

1
|Ω| ∑

i∈Iu
(rui−p⊺uqi)2+λ∥pu∥22 → 0,

no matter what Q and other pu are.
Conclusion For cold-start users/items, most existing methods fail

to provide a solution
We NEED side information!
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» MovieLens: side information

YES, we have side information.
For example, in MovieLens dataset
user user_id, age, gender, occupation, zip_code

rating_mean, rating_count, rating_quantile, ...
item item_id, date, gene

rating_mean, rating_count, rating_quantile, ...
other date

Key message:
∗ EDA in MovieLens indicates that side information is
critical

∗ side information is promising to solve cold-start issues
∗ How to incorporate side information to build a new RS
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» Conclusion from EDA (MovieLens)

Actions from EDA in MovieLens
∗ Side information or users’/items’ feats are critical in
predicting ratings

f(xu,zi)→ rui

∗ Personalization/itemization is still important even the
users/items with similar feats – MF terms are required

f(xu,zi)+p⊺uqi → rui

→ Joint effect of feats should be taken into account in RS
modeling

f
(
p(u,xu),q(i,zi)

)
→ rui
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» MovieLens: Side Info

Update our setting:
Rating [userID, itemID, rating]: (u, i,rui)

Side info User [continue_feats, cate_feats]: xu = (x(1)u ,x(2)u )

Item [continue_feats, cate_feats]: zi = (z(1)i ,z(2)i )

E.g. cont x(1)u = [age,rating_mean,rating_count,rating_quantile]
cate x(2)u = user_id+[gender,occupation,zipcode]

Train [userID, itemID, userFeats, itemFeats, rating]
Test [userID, itemID, userFeats, itemFeats, ?]
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» Pre-processing: side info

Cont continuous feature
Type → float

P Standardize features
Python sklearn.preprocessing.StandardScaler

Cate categorical features
Type → int

P Label encoding
Python sklearn.preprocessing.LabelEncoder

cont/cate can be continuous or categorical
E.g. “year” in item_feature
EDA use EDA to decide: continuous effect or group effect

Both or keep in both
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» Missing and Imputation

Python Sklearn: Imputation of missing values1
Methods how to impute the missing values

Univariate mean (continuous); most frequent (categorical), ...
Multivariate IterativeImputer, ...

1https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/impute.html
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» continuous/categorical feats

cont we can directly put continuous features as inputs
cate how can we make use of categorical features;

Recall the idea ofMF:
id user_id→ pu item_id→ qi

We can mimic the idea ofMF to deal with other
categorical features. We illustrate by gender

Encoding M→ 0, F→ 1 (sklearn.preprocessing.LabelEncoder)
Embedding M→ 0→ w0; F→ 1→ w1
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» LinearRS
M cont Linear mapping of continuous features

x(1)u → Ax(1)u ; z(1)i → Bz(1)i

cate embedding of categorical features

x(2)uj → p(j)
x(2)uj

, for j= 1, · · · ,d(2)
user,

z(2)ij → q(j)
z(2)ij

, for j= 1, · · · ,d(2)
item

M The model is given as:

p(u,xu) = Ax(1)u +
d(2)user

∑
j=1

p(j)
x(2)uj

; q(i,zi) = Bz(1)i +

d(2)item

∑
j=1

q(j)
z(2)ij

(u, i)+(xu,zi)→
(
Ax(1)u +

d(2)user

∑
j=1

p(j)
x(2)uj

)⊺(Bz(1)i +

d(2)item

∑
j=1

q(j)
z(2)ij

)
→ rui
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» LinearRS
Plot network:

Code implementation in colab
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» Debugging with TF

Math input ∈ Rinput_dim → outcome ∈ R
TF input ∈ Rbatch_size×input_dim → outcome ∈ Rbatch_size×1

RK Although TF sometimes works fine with math-type model
development, but it is necessary to keep good coding
habits

debug Use a small batch of data to debug the model
Plot plot the network workload of your model
size check if all intermediate variables are in a good shape

(i.e., the dimension should be (batch_size×??))
outcome transfer the outcome as a column-vector
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» (Appendix) TF: Tensor product

tf.einsum: first/last way to get tensor product
Python tf.einsum(equation, *inputs, **kwargs)

Def defining tensor product by element-wise computation
E.g. C = tf.einsum(’ij,jk->ik’, A, B)

Cik = ∑
j
AijBjk;

E.x. Compute Ci = ∑kPikQik

tf.einsum(’ik,ik->i’, P, Q)
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» Two-tower neural nets: overview

Motivation:
nl nonlinear modeling for features

within&btw user/item feats
effect with-in effects of user/item features:

E.g. (gender + occupation) @ itemId→ rating
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» Two-tower neural nets: user-tower

Plot user-tower

M The formulation of user-tower is given as

p(u,xu) = ψ(x(1)u ,p(1)
x(2)u1

, · · · ,p(d
(2)
user)

x(2)
ud(2)user

)
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» Two-tower neural nets: item-tower

Plot item-tower

M The formulation of item-tower is given as

q(i,zi) = ϕ(z(1)i ,q(1)
z(2)i1

, · · · ,q(d
(2)
item)

z(2)
id(2)item

)
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» Two-tower neural nets

Plot Dense layer to model the joint effect:

M The final formulation is given as:

ρ
(
p(u,xu),q(i,zi)

)
→ rui
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» Side information in industry

Text Searching query; reviews; description; comments;
Image profile for users; images for items;

Network social network for users; item networks
Dynamic behavior sequence; historical series

The general idea is mapping side information as numerical
vectors, and feed into a two-tower based model.

Text → embedding; Word2Vec; recurrent layers
Image → convolutional layers

Network → embedding; Node2Vec; graph convolutional layers
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» Two-tower models in industry

eBay Model

Ref Wang, T., Brovman, Y. M., & Madhvanath, S. (2021).
Personalized embedding-based e-commerce
recommendations at ebay.
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» Two-tower models in industry

Youtube Model

Ref Covington, P., Adams, J., & Sargin, E. (2016). Deep
neural networks for youtube recommendations.
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» Two-tower models in industry
Alibaba Model

Ref Chen, Q., Zhao, H., Li, W., Huang, P., & Ou, W. (2019).
Behavior sequence transformer for e-commerce
recommendation in alibaba.
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